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New Fiction & Literature Titles:  

 

All We Have Left by Wendy Mills: "Now: Sixteen-year-old Jesse is used to living 
with the echoes of the past. Her older brother died in the September 11th attacks, 
and her dad since has filled their home with anger and grief. When Jesse gets 
caught up with the wrong crowd, one momentary hate-fueled decision turns her 
life upside down. The only way to make amends is to face the past, starting Jesse 
on a journey that will reveal the truth about how her brother died. 

 

Then: 

In 2001, sixteen-year-old Alia is proud to be Muslim . . . it's being a teenager that 
she finds difficult. After being grounded for a stupid mistake, Alia decides to 
confront her father at his Manhattan office, putting her in danger she never could 
have imagined. When the planes collide into the Twin Towers, Alia is trapped 
inside one of the buildings. In the final hours, she meets a boy who will change 
everything for her as the flames rage around them . . . 

 

Interweaving stories from past and present, All We Have Left brings one of the 
most important days in our recent history to life, showing that love and hope will 
always triumph." 

 

Barkskins by Annie Proulx: THE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER. From Annie 
Proulx—the Pulitzer Prize-- and National Book Award--winning author of The 
Shipping News and “Brokeback Mountain,” comes her masterwork: an epic, 
dazzling, violent, magnificently dramatic novel about the taking down of the 
world’s forests. 

 

In the late seventeenth century two penniless young Frenchmen, René Sel and 
Charles Duquet, arrive in New France. Bound to a feudal lord, a “seigneur,” for 
three years in exchange for land, they become wood-cutters—barkskins. René 
suffers extraordinary hardship, oppressed by the forest he is charged with 
clearing. He is forced to marry a Mi’kmaw woman and their descendants live 
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trapped between two inimical cultures. But Duquet, crafty and ruthless, runs away 
from the seigneur, becomes a fur trader, then sets up a timber business. Proulx 
tells the stories of the descendants of Sel and Duquet over three hundred years—
their travels across North America, to Europe, China, and New Zealand, under 
stunningly brutal conditions—the revenge of rivals, accidents, pestilence, Indian 
attacks, and cultural annihilation. Over and over again, they seize what they can of 
a presumed infinite resource, leaving the modern-day characters face to face with 
possible ecological collapse. 

 

Proulx’s inimitable genius is her creation of characters who are so vivid—in their 
greed, lust, vengefulness, or their simple compassion and hope—that we follow 
them with fierce attention. Annie Proulx is one of the most formidable and 
compelling American writers, and Barkskins is her greatest novel, a magnificent 
marriage of history and imagination. 

 

Beyond the Silence by Tracie Peterson: "Powerhouse Team Pairs Up for Second 
Novel. Lillian Porter has always wanted to fulfill her mother's dream of going west, 
so when she hears about a nanny position in Angels Camp, California, she defies 
her grandfather and takes a chance on a new future. But she quickly wonders if 
she made the right choice. There are rumors in town that her new employer, 
Woodward Colton, caused the death of his wife. This accusation doesn't match 
the man Lillian comes to know--and Mrs. Goodman, Woody's long-time 
housekeeper, is decisively on Woody's side--but many in town stay far away from 
Lillian because of her association with the Colton family. 

 

Lillian's six-year-old charge, Jimmy, was there when his mother died, and he hasn't 
spoken a word since. Gently, Lillian tries to coax him out of his shell, hoping he'll 
one day feel safe enough to tell her the truth about what happened. But the 
Colton olive farm is no longer a safe place. Lillian encounters suspicious characters 
on their land and mysterious damage done to the farm. Will Mrs. Goodman and 
Jimmy be able to speak what they know in time to save Lillian from tragedy?" 

 

Beyond the Woods: Fairy Tales Retold by Paula Guran:"Once upon a time, the 
stories that came to be known as “fairy tales” were cultivated to entertain adults 
more than children; it was only later that they were tamed and pruned into less 
thorny versions intended for youngsters. But in truth, they have continued to prick 
the imaginations of readers at all ages. 
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Over the years, authors have often borrowed bits and pieces from these stories, 
grafting them into their own writing, creating literature with both new meaning 
and age-old significance. In the last few decades or so, they’ve also intentionally 
retold and reinvented the tales in a variety of ways—delightful or dark, wistful or 
wicked, sweet or satirical—that forge new trails through the forests of fantastic 
fiction. 

 

This new anthology compiles some of the best modern fairy-tale retellings and 
reinventions from award-winning and bestselling authors, acclaimed storytellers, 
and exciting new talents, into an enchanting collection. Explore magical new 
realms by traveling with us, Beyond the Woods . . . 

 

Skyhorse Publishing, under our Night Shade and Talos imprints, is proud to publish 
a broad range of titles for readers interested in science fiction (space opera, time 
travel, hard SF, alien invasion, near-future dystopia), fantasy (grimdark, sword and 
sorcery, contemporary urban fantasy, steampunk, alternative history), and horror 
(zombies, vampires, and the occult and supernatural), and much more. While not 
every title we publish becomes a New York Times bestseller, a national bestseller, 
or a Hugo or Nebula award-winner, we are committed to publishing quality books 
from a diverse group of authors." 

 

Castle of Kings by Oliver Potzsch:"An epic tale of murder, treachery, bravery, and 
love. In 1524, in what is now Germany, hundreds of thousands of peasants 
revolted against the harsh treatment of their aristocratic overlords. Agnes is the 
daughter of one of these overlords, but she is not a typical sixteenth-century girl, 
refusing to wear dresses and spending more time with her pet falcon than 
potential suitors. There is only one suitor she is interested in: Mathis, a childhood 
friend who she can never marry due to his low birth status. But when a rogue 
knight attacks Agnes and Mathis shoots the knight to save her, the two are forced 
to go on the run together, into the midst of the raging Peasants’ War.  

   

Over the next two years, as Agnes and Mathis travel the countryside, they are 
each captured by and escape from various factions of the war, participate in 
massive battles, make new friends both noble and peasant, and fall in love. 
Meanwhile, Agnes’s falcon finds a mysterious ring, and Agnes begins having 
strange, but seemingly meaningful dreams. Dreams that lead the two lovers to 
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revelations about their place in the world and in the emerging German states. 
With The Castle of Kings, Oliver Pötzsch has written a historical yarn that calls to 
mind Ken Follett’s The Pillars of the Earth and Bernard Cornwell’s Agincourt." 

 

Chance Developments: Stories by Alexander McCall Smith: From the bestselling 
author of the No. 1 Ladies' Detective Agency series comes this splendid collection. 
Inspired by vintage photographs, these five lyrical stories capture the surprising 
intersections of love and friendship that alter life's journeys.  

 

A smiling girl leading a younger girl astride a pony, and a boy in a kilt on a tricycle 
beside them, gives rise to a story of a lifelong romance between the two riders. A 
dapper, roguish-looking man perching on a lady's knee sparks the story of a 
ventriloquist and an animal handler who work in a circus, and who, under the 
most delightfully unexpected circumstances, fall in love. The image of a woman 
haloed by light in a train station becomes the lighthearted tale of a nun's decision 
to leave the sisterhood and discover what the big city has to offer. Charming and 
poignant, this collection brims with the flourishes of grace and humor that could 
only come from the pen of Alexander McCall Smith. 

 

Cousin Joseph: A Graphic Novel by Jules Feiffer: "Meet Big Sam Hannigan. Tough, 
righteous, a man on a mission. Only problem is, it's the wrong mission. 

 

With the New York Times bestseller Kill My Mother, legendary cartoonist Jules 
Feiffer began an epic saga of American noir fiction. With Cousin Joseph, a prequel 
that introduces us to bare-knuckled Detective Sam Hannigan, head of the Bay 
City's Red Squad and patriarch of the Hannigan family featured in Kill My Mother, 
Feiffer brings us the second installment in this highly anticipated graphic trilogy. 

 

Our story opens in Bay City in 1931 in the midst of the Great Depression. Big Sam 
sees himself as a righteous, truth-seeking patriot, defending the American way, as 
his Irish immigrant father would have wanted, against a rising tide of left-wing 
unionism, strikes, and disruption that plague his home town. At the same time he 
makes monthly, secret overnight trips on behalf of Cousin Joseph, a mysterious 
man on the phone he has never laid eyes on, to pay off Hollywood producers to 
ensure that they will film only upbeat films that idealize a mythic America: no 
warts, no injustice uncorrected, only happy endings. 
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But Sam, himself, is not in for a happy ending, as step by step the secret of his 
unseen mentor's duplicity is revealed to him. Fast-moving action, violence, and 
murder in the noir style of pulps and forties films are melded in the satiric, 
sociopolitical Feifferian style to dig up the buried fearmongering of the past and 
expose how closely it matches the headlines, happenings, and violence of today. 

 

With Cousin Joseph, Feiffer builds on his late-life conversion to cinematic noir, 
bowing, as ever, to youthful heroes Will Eisner and Milton Caniff, but ultimately 
creating a masterpiece that through his unique perspective and comic-strip noir 
style illuminates the very origins of Hollywood and its role in creating the bipolar 
nation we've become. 

Color illustrations" 

 

Finding Abbey Road by Kevin Emerson: "Kevin Emerson’s Exile trilogy combines 
the swoon-worthy romance of a Susane Colasanti novel with the rock ’n’ roll of 
Eleanor & Park. Packed with mystery and music, Kevin Emerson’s final volume in 
the Exile series is the pitch-perfect ending to Summer’s journey of self-discovery 
and love and an ode to music fans everywhere. 

 

Catherine Summer Carlson has hit rock bottom. Her band, Dangerheart, is falling 
apart, and finding the last of the lost songs now seems impossible. Can the band 
pull together to outwit Candy Shell Records, stay one step ahead of the police, 
and find a way to get to London to unlock the Eli White mystery before it’s too 
late? 

 

Summer knows that escaping to London would be the riskiest thing she’s ever 
done, but she also knows that this might be her and Dangerheart’s last chance of 
becoming the band they’ve always dreamed of being—and her last shot at 
figuring out what her heart really wants." 

 

First Comes Love by Emily Giffin: #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • A pair of 
sisters find themselves at a crossroads in this dazzling new novel from the author 
of Something Borrowed, Where We Belong, and The One & Only. First Comes Love 
is a story about family, friendship, and the courage to follow your own heart—
wherever that may lead. 

 

Growing up, Josie and Meredith Garland shared a loving, if sometimes 
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contentious, relationship. Josie was impulsive, spirited, and outgoing, Meredith 
hardworking, thoughtful, and reserved. When tragedy strikes, their delicate bond 
splinters. 

 

Fifteen years later, Josie and Meredith are in their late thirties, following very 
different paths. Josie, a first grade teacher, is single—and this close to swearing off 
dating for good. What she wants more than the right guy, however, is to become a 
mother—a feeling that is heightened when her ex-boyfriend’s daughter is 
assigned to her class. Determined to have the future she’s always wanted, Josie 
decides to take matters into her own hands. 

 

On the outside, Meredith is the model daughter with the perfect life. A successful 
attorney, she’s married to a wonderful man, and together they’re raising a 
beautiful four-year-old daughter. Yet lately Meredith feels dissatisfied and restless, 
secretly wondering if she chose the life that was expected of her rather than the 
one she truly desired.  

 

As the anniversary of their tragedy looms, and painful secrets from the past begin 
to surface, Josie and Meredith must not only confront the issues that divide them 
but also come to terms with their own choices. In their journey toward 
understanding and forgiveness, both sisters discover that they need each other 
more than they knew—and that in the search for true happiness, love always 
comes first. 

 

How to Set a Fire and Why by Jesse Ball: "A teenage girl. A shattering loss. An 
obsession with a secret arson club. This is the story of a girl who has nothing and 
will burn anything.  

  

Lucia’s father is dead, her mother is in a mental hospital, and she’s living in a 
garage-turned-bedroom with her aunt. And now she’s been kicked out of school—
again. Making her way through the world with only a book, a zippo lighter, a 
pocketful of stolen licorice, a biting wit, and the striking intel-ligence that she tries 
to hide, Lucia spends her days riding the bus to visit her mother and following the 
only rule that makes any sense to her: Don’t do things you aren’t proud of. But 
when she discovers that her new school has a secret Arson Club, she’s willing to 
do anything to be a part of it, and her life is sud-denly lit up. As Lucia’s fascination 
with the Arson Club grows, her story becomes one of misguided friendship and, 
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ultimately, destruction." 

 

Ishi, Simple Tips from a Solid Friend by Akiko Yabuki: "An award-winning, 
shareable, cozy hug of a picture book featuring Ishi, an optimistic little rock who 
reminds readers to choose and share happiness! The ISHI book features a simple 
rock character which appeals to a wide audience, with valuable lessons in 
compassion for the self and for others. The FROM / TO page on the inside cover of 
this picture book encourages the readers to share the book and pass it on with 
kindness, which creates opportunities for the readers to experience the joy of 
giving. 

 

Previously available as a self published sensation, Ishi is now coming to bookstores 
worldwide! 

 

AWARDS: 

- Gold Award, National Parenting Publications Awards 2015 

- Finalist, Next Generation Indie Book Awards 2015 

- Silver Medal, Benjamin Franklin Book Award 2015 

- Gold Medal, Mom's Choice Awards 2014 

- Finalist, The Wishing Shelf Independent Book Awards 2013  

""Ishi is a hit in our house. Its demanded almost every night!""--Anna C Lem, a 
mom from San Francisco 

 

""This little book is a tiny gem!""--Benjamin Franklin Book Awards 

 

""Had a bad day? Then open this little book and you'll feel better. Much better""--
The Wishing Shelf Awards" 

 

It Wasn't Always Like This by Joy Preble: "In 1916, Emma O’Neill is frozen in time. 
After sampling an experimental polio vaccine brewed on a remote island off St. 
Augustine, Florida, she and her family stop aging—as do the Ryans, her family’s 
business partners. In a way, this suits Emma fine because she’s in love with Charlie 
Ryan. Being seventeen forever with him is a dream. But soon a group of religious 
fanatics, the Church of Light, takes note. Drinking the elixir has made the O’Neills 
and Ryans impervious to aging, but not to murder—Emma and Charlie are the 
only ones who escape with their lives. 
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On the run, Emma is tragically separated from Charlie. For the next hundred years, 
she plays a cat-and-mouse game with the founding members of the Church of 
Light and their descendants. Over the years, a series of murders—whose victims 
all bear more than a passing resemblance to her—indicate that her enemies are 
closing in. Yet as the danger grows, so does Emma’s hope for finding the boy she’s 
certain is still out there . . ." 

 

Last One by Alexandra Oliva: "Survival is the name of the game as the line blurs 
between reality TV and reality itself in Alexandra Oliva’s fast-paced novel of 
suspense. 

 

She wanted an adventure. She never imagined it would go this far. 

  

It begins with a reality TV show. Twelve contestants are sent into the woods to 
face challenges that will test the limits of their endurance. While they are out 
there, something terrible happens—but how widespread is the destruction, and 
has it occurred naturally or is it man-made? Cut off from society, the contestants 
know nothing of it. When one of them—a young woman the show’s producers call 
Zoo—stumbles across the devastation, she can imagine only that it is part of the 
game. 

  

Alone and disoriented, Zoo is heavy with doubt regarding the life—and husband—
she left behind, but she refuses to quit. Staggering countless miles across 
unfamiliar territory, Zoo must summon all her survival skills—and learn new ones 
as she goes. 

  

But as her emotional and physical reserves dwindle, she grasps that the real world 
might have been altered in terrifying ways—and her ability to parse the charade 
will be either her triumph or her undoing. 

  

Sophisticated and provocative, The Last One is a novel that forces us to confront 
the role that media plays in our perception of what is real: how readily we cast our 
judgments, how easily we are manipulated." 
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Lily and the Octopus by Steven Rowley: Screenwriter Rowley’s sensitive, 
hilarious, and emotionally rewarding debut novel explores the effect that pets can 
have on human lives. Teddy is unhappily single in L.A. In between sessions with his 
therapist and dates with men he meets online, it is his beloved 12-year-old 
dachshund, Lily, who occupies his heart. Curiously, Teddy is able to communicate 
with Lily, with whom he debates the attractiveness of male celebrities and plays 
board games. Distressingly, he is also able to communicate with the “octopus” 
attached to the little dog’s head, which is soon revealed to be a metaphor for 
Lily’s lethal cranial tumor. Complicating matters is the increasing prevalence of 
Lily’s seizures and the looming inevitability of her demise. The intimacy of pet 
ownership is sweetly suffused throughout this heartwarming autobiographical 
fiction, originally written as self-therapy for the author’s own grief. In generous 
helpings of bittersweet humanity, Rowley has written an immensely poignant and 
touchingly relatable tale that readers (particularly animal lovers) will love. Agent: 
Rob Weisbach, Rob Weisbach Creative Managemen 

 

 

Magic by Danielle Steel: It starts on a summer evening, with the kind of magic 
found only in Paris. Once a year in the City of Light, a lavish dinner takes place 
outside a spectacular landmark—the Eiffel Tower, the Louvre, Notre Dame . . . a 
new setting each time. Selected by secret invitation, the guests arrive dressed in 
white, with tables and chairs, white linens, flowers, fine china, sparkling crystal, 
and an elegant dinner. As the sun sets, thousands of candles are lit. And when the 
night is over, hundreds of white paper lanterns, each with a flame within, bearing 
everyone’s fervent wishes, are released into the sky. Amid this wondrous White 
Dinner, a group of close friends stands at the cusp of change. 

  

Jean-Philippe and Valerie Dumas are devoted to each other and their young 
children. He is a rising star in the financial world, she, an editor at French Vogue. 
But a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity in China may lead to separation—and 
temptation. 

  

The epitome of a stylish power couple from Milan, Benedetta and Gregorio 
Mariani run a venerable Italian clothing empire. Gregorio projects strength, but 
has a weakness that will ignite a crisis in their company and their marriage. 

  

Chantal Giverny, an award-winning screenwriter, and Dharam Singh, one of India’s 
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most successful tech entrepreneurs, are singles paired for the evening. They arrive 
as friends, but their paths will be set on dramatically different courses before the 
White Dinner ends. 

  

Spanning the globe, this breathtaking novel follows these indelible characters 
through a transformative year of successes and heartbreaks until the next White 
Dinner. From the world’s most beloved writer, here is a tale told with 
extraordinary tenderness and passion, as Danielle Steel explores what it really 
means to have magic in our lives. 

 

Obsession by Nora Roberts (Large Print): The riveting new novel from the #1 New 
York Times bestselling author of The Liar. 

  

“She stood in the deep, dark woods, breath shallow and cold prickling over her 
skin despite the hot, heavy air. She took a step back, then two, as the urge to run 
fell over her.”  

  

Naomi Bowes lost her innocence the night she followed her father into the woods. 
In freeing the girl trapped in the root cellar, Naomi revealed the horrible extent of 
her father’s crimes and made him infamous. No matter how close she gets to 
happiness, she can’t outrun the sins of Thomas David Bowes. 

  

Now a successful photographer living under the name Naomi Carson, she has 
found a place that calls to her, a rambling old house in need of repair, thousands 
of miles away from everything she’s ever known. Naomi wants to embrace the 
solitude, but the kindly residents of Sunrise Cove keep forcing her to open up—
especially the determined Xander Keaton.  

  

Naomi can feel her defenses failing, and knows that the connection her new life 
offers is something she’s always secretly craved. But the sins of her father can 
become an obsession, and, as she’s learned time and again, her past is never 
more than a nightmare away. 
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People in the Castle: Selected Strange Stories by Joan Aiken: Here is the whisper 
in the night, the dog whose loyalty outlasted death, the creak upstairs, that half-
remembered ghost story that won't let you sleep, the sound that raises 
gooseflesh, the wish you'd checked the lock on the door before dark fell. Here are 
tales of suspense and the supernatural that will chill, amuse, and exhilarate. 
Features a new introduction by the late author's daughter, Lizza Aiken. 

 

Best known for The Wolves of Willoughby Chase, Joan Aiken (1924–2004) wrote 
over a hundred books and won the Guardian and Edgar Allan Poe awards. After 
her first husband's death, she supported her family by copyediting at Argosy 
magazine and an advertising agency before turning to fiction. She went on to 
write for Vogue, Good Housekeeping, Vanity Fair, Argosy, Women's Own, and 
many others. Visit her online at joanaiken.com." 

 

Pier Falls: And Other Stories by Mark Haddon: "From Mark Haddon, author of 
The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time, A Spot of Bother, and The Red 
House, nine dazzling stories diverse in style but united in emotional power 

 

The tales in Mark Haddon’s lyrical and uncompromising new collection take many 
forms—Victorian adventure story, science fiction, morality tale, contemporary 
realism—but they all showcase his virtuoso gifts as a stylist and the deep well of 
empathy that made his three bestselling novels so compelling. 

 

The characters here are often isolated physically or estranged from their families, 
yet they yearn for connection. In aggregate the stories become a meditation on 
the essential aloneness of the human condition but also on the connections, 
however tenuous and imperfect, that link people to one another. In the title story, 
an unnamed narrator describes with cool precision a catastrophe that strikes a 
seaside town, both tearing lives apart and bringing them together.  

 

In the prizewinning story “The Gun,” a boy’s life is marked by the afternoon he 
encounters a semiautomatic pistol belonging to his friend’s older brother; in “The 
Island,” a Greek princess is abandoned on an island by her abductor; in “The Boys 
Who Left Home to Learn Fear,” a group of adventurers travel deep into the 
Amazonian jungle but discover the gravest danger lurking among their own 
number; and in “The Woodpecker and the Wolf,” a woman wonders whether she 
has chosen to travel to Mars only to escape the entanglement of human 
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relationships back here on Earth. 

 

Drawing inventively from history, myth, folktales, and modern life, The Pier Falls 
showcases Haddon’s immense gifts of invention and penetrating insight." 

 

Pierced by the Sun by Laura Esquivel: "Lupita’s hard-knock life has gotten the 
better of her time and time again. A childhood robbed of innocence set off a chain 
of events that she still has not managed to control, no matter how hard she tries. 
Every time she thinks she has a handle on things, unexpected turns make her 
question everything, including herself. 

 

When Lupita witnesses the murder of a local politician whom she greatly admires, 
the ghosts of her past resurface as she tries to cope with the present. She quickly 
falls back into her old self-destructive habits and becomes a target of Mexico’s 
corrupt political machine. As the powers that be kick into high gear to ensure the 
truth remains hidden, Lupita finds solace in the purity of indigenous traditions. 
While she learns how to live simply, like her ancestors, she comes to understand 
herself and rediscovers light within a dark life. And if there is hope for Lupita’s 
redemption, perhaps there is hope for Mexico." 

 

Pond by Claire-Louise Bennett: "Shortlisted for the 2016 International Dylan 
Thomas Prize  

Named one of The Millions' Most Anticpated Books of 2016 

 

“A sharp, funny, and eccentric debut … Pond makes the case for Bennett as an 
innovative writer of real talent. … [It]reminds us that small things have great 
depths.”–New York Times Book Review 

 

""Dazzling…exquisitely written and daring ."" –O, the Oprah Magazine 

 

Immediately upon its publication in Ireland, Claire-Louise Bennett’s debut began 
to attract attention well beyond the expectations of the tiny Irish press that 
published it. A deceptively slender volume, it captures with utterly mesmerizing 
virtuosity the interior reality of its unnamed protagonist, a young woman living a 
singular and mostly solitary existence on the outskirts of a small coastal village. 
Sidestepping the usual conventions of narrative, it focuses on the details of her 
daily experience—from the best way to eat porridge or bananas to an encounter 
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with cows—rendered sometimes in story-length, story-like stretches of narrative, 
sometimes in fragments no longer than a page, but always suffused with the 
hypersaturated, almost synesthetic intensity of the physical world that we 
remember from childhood. The effect is of character refracted and ventriloquized 
by environment, catching as it bounces her longings, frustrations, and 
disappointments—the ending of an affair, or the ambivalent beginning with a new 
lover. As the narrator’s persona emerges in all its eccentricity, sometimes painfully 
and often hilariously, we cannot help but see mirrored there our own fraught 
desires and limitations, and our own fugitive desire, despite everything, to be 
known.  

 

Shimmering and unusual, Pond demands to be devoured in a single sitting that 
will linger long after the last page." 

 

Postmortal by Drew Magary: "John Farrell is about to get ""The Cure.""  

 

Old age can never kill him now.  

The only problem is, everything else still can . . . 

 

Imagine a near future where a cure for aging is discovered and-after much 
political and moral debate-made available to people worldwide. Immortality, 
however, comes with its own unique problems-including evil green people, 
government euthanasia programs, a disturbing new religious cult, and other 
horrors. Witty, eerie, and full of humanity, The Postmortal is an unforgettable 
thriller that envisions a pre-apocalyptic world so real that it is completely 
terrifying. 

 

Pride's Spell: A Sin Du Jour Affair by Matt Wallace: "The team at Sin du 
Jour―New York’s exclusive caterers-to-the-damned―find themselves up against 
their toughest challenge yet when they’re lured out west to prepare a feast in the 
most forbidding place in America: Hollywood, where false gods rule supreme. 

 

Meanwhile, back at home, Ritter is attacked at home by the strangest hit-squad 
the world has ever seen, and the team must pull out all the stops if they’re to 
prevent themselves from being offered up as the main course in a feast they 
normally provide 
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Starring: The Prince of Lies, Lena Tarr, Darren Vargas. With Byron Luck. 
Introducing: the Easter Bunny. 

 

Pride's Spell is the third installment in Matt Wallace's Sin du Jour series." 

 

Return of Souls by Andy Remic: "If war is hell, there is no word to describe what 
Private Jones has been through. Forced into a conflict with an unknowable enemy, 
he awakes to find himself in a strange land, and is soon joined by young woman, 
Morana, who tends to his wounds and tells him of the battles played out in this 
impossible place. 

 

She tells him of an Iron Beast that will end the Great War, and even as he vows to 
help her find it, enemy combatants seek them, intent on their utter annihilation. 

 

Return of Souls is the second volume of the trilogy Andy Remic began with A Song 
for No Man's Land." 

 

River Is Indigo by Suleiman Manan: The River Is Indigo which begins in Java in the 
1930s, is a story of mystical dreams, dire predictions, a family curse and destiny 
gone wrong. The young, prodigious Hamzah is raised by his grandmother, the 
enormously matriarchal Ibu Tutik who loves him dearly, in an extraordinary 
mansion known as the Mataram House. Hamzah's life is intertwined with 
Mataram House and he is sworn by an oath never to leave it. On his thirteenth 
birthday his father, Norreddin, steals him away and together they clandestinely 
escape in the dead of night from Mataram House, thus betraying the sworn oath. 
Immediately his life is bedeviled with tortuous elements. At every crossroad 
Mataram House shadows him, tormenting him, deciding for him the path he 
takes, as though the forces of fate are taking complete control of his own free will. 
From then on his life is no longer his own to live. 

 

Sarong Party Girls by Cheryl Lu-Lien Tan: "A brilliant and utterly engaging novel—
Emma set in modern Asia—about a young woman’s rise in the glitzy, moneyed 
city of Singapore, where old traditions clash with heady modern materialism. 

 

On the edge of twenty-seven, Jazzy hatches a plan for her and her best girlfriends: 
Sher, Imo, and Fann. Before the year is out, these Sarong Party Girls will all have 
spectacular weddings to rich ang moh—Western expat—husbands, with Chanel 
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babies (the cutest status symbols of all) quickly to follow. Razor-sharp, spunky, and 
vulgarly brand-obsessed, Jazzy is a determined woman who doesn't lose. 

 

As she fervently pursues her quest to find a white husband, this bombastic yet 
tenderly vulnerable gold-digger reveals the contentious gender politics and class 
tensions thrumming beneath the shiny exterior of Singapore’s glamorous 
nightclubs and busy streets, its grubby wet markets and seedy hawker centers. 
Moving through her colorful, stratified world, she realizes she cannot ignore the 
troubling incongruity of new money and old-world attitudes which threaten to 
crush her dreams. Desperate to move up in Asia’s financial and international 
capital, will Jazzy and her friends succeed? 

 

Vividly told in Singlish—colorful Singaporean English with its distinctive cadence 
and slang—Sarong Party Girls brilliantly captures the unique voice of this young, 
striving woman caught between worlds. With remarkable vibrancy and empathy, 
Cheryl Tan brings not only Jazzy, but her city of Singapore, to dazzling, dizzying 
life." 

 

Siracusa by Delia Ephron: "An electrifying novel about marriage and deceit from 
bestselling author Delia Ephron that follows two couples on vacation in Siracusa, a 
town on the coast of Sicily, where the secrets they have hidden from one another 
are exposed and relationships are unraveled.  

 

New Yorkers Michael, a famous writer, and Lizzie, a journalist, travel to Italy with 
their friends from Maine—Finn; his wife, Taylor; and their daughter, Snow. “From 
the beginning,” says Taylor, “it was a conspiracy for Lizzie and Finn to be together.” 
Told Rashomon-style in alternating points of view, the characters expose and 
stumble upon lies and infidelities past and present. Snow, ten years old and 
precociously drawn into a far more adult drama, becomes the catalyst for 
catastrophe as the novel explores collusion and betrayal in marriage.  

 

With her inimitable psychological astute-ness and uncanny understanding of the 
human heart, Ephron delivers a powerful meditation on marriage, friendship, and 
the meaning of travel. Set on the sun-drenched coast of the Ionian Sea, Siracusa 
unfolds with the pacing of a psychological thriller and delivers an unexpected final 
act that none will see coming." 
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Stars of Fortune by Nora Roberts: "Sasha Riggs is a reclusive artist, haunted by 
dreams and nightmares that she turns into extraordinary paintings. Her visions 
lead her to the Greek island of Corfu, where five others have been lured to seek 
the legendary fire star, part of an ancient prophecy. Sasha recognizes them, 
because she has drawn them: a magician, an archaeologist, a wanderer, a fighter, 
a loner. All on a quest. All with secrets. 

  

Sasha is the one who holds them together—the seer. And in the magician, Bran 
Killian, she sees a man of immense power and compassion. As Sasha struggles 
with her rare ability, Bran is there to support her, challenge her, and believe in her. 

  

When a dark threat looms, the six must use their combined powers—including 
trust, unity, and love—to find the fire star and keep the world on course." 

 

They May Not Mean To, But They Do by Cathleen Schine: From one of America’s 
greatest comic novelists, a hilarious new novel about aging, family, loneliness, and 
love 

 

The Bergman clan has always stuck together, growing as it incorporated in-laws, 
ex-in-laws, and same-sex spouses. But families don’t just grow, they grow old, and 
the clan’s matriarch, Joy, is not slipping into old age with the quiet grace her 
children, Molly and Daniel, would have wished. When Joy’s beloved husband dies, 
Molly and Daniel have no shortage of solutions for their mother’s loneliness and 
despair, but there is one challenge they did not count on: the reappearance of an 
ardent suitor from Joy’s college days. And they didn’t count on Joy herself, a 
mother suddenly as willful and rebellious as their own kids. 

 

The New York Times–bestselling author Cathleen Schine has been called “full of 
invention, wit, and wisdom that can bear comparison to [ Jane] Austen’s own” 
(The New York Review of Books), and she is at her best in this intensely human, 
profound, and honest novel about the intrusion of old age into the relationships of 
one loving but complicated family. They May Not Mean To, But They Do is a 
radiantly compassionate look at three generations, all coming of age together. 

 

Vinegar Girl by Anne Tyler: Kate Battista feels stuck. How did she end up running 
house and home for her eccentric scientist father and uppity, pretty younger sister 
Bunny? Plus, she’s always in trouble at work – her pre-school charges adore her, 
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but their parents don’t always appreciate her unusual opinions and forthright 
manner.   

 

Dr. Battista has other problems. After years out in the academic wilderness, he is 
on the verge of a breakthrough. His research could help millions. There’s only one 
problem: his brilliant young lab assistant, Pyotr, is about to be deported. And 
without Pyotr, all would be lost. 

 

When Dr. Battista cooks up an outrageous plan that will enable Pyotr to stay in the 
country, he’s relying – as usual – on Kate to help him. Kate is furious: this time he’s 
really asking too much. But will she be able to resist the two men’s touchingly 
ludicrous campaign to bring her around? 

 

You Will Know Me by Megan Abbott: The audacious new novel about family and 
ambition from "one of the best living mystery writers" (Grantland) and bestselling, 
award-winning author of The Fever, Megan Abbott. 

 

How far will you go to achieve a dream? That's the question a celebrated coach 
poses to Katie and Eric Knox after he sees their daughter Devon, a gymnastics 
prodigy and Olympic hopeful, compete. For the Knoxes there are no limits--until a 
violent death rocks their close-knit gymnastics community and everything they 
have worked so hard for is suddenly at risk.  

 

As rumors swirl among the other parents, Katie tries frantically to hold her family 
together while also finding herself irresistibly drawn to the crime itself. What she 
uncovers--about her daughter's fears, her own marriage, and herself--forces Katie 
to consider whether there's any price she isn't willing to pay to achieve Devon's 
dream.  

 

From a writer with "exceptional gifts for making nerves jangle and skin crawl" 
(Janet Maslin), You Will Know Me is a breathless rollercoaster of a novel about the 
desperate limits of parental sacrifice, furtive desire, and the staggering force of 
ambition. 

 

You can request titles online via the online catalog – StarCat – here’s the link to 
the StarCat homepage: http://enterprise.stls.org/ 

 

http://enterprise.stls.org/
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And you can also request items the old fashioned way, by stopping by any of the 
library’s customer service desks or by giving us a call at: 607-936-3713. 

 
List revised 8/8/2016 LR  

 

 


